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Mystically in Season for Cancer
0-17 Degrees: You are in a mode of exhaustion in your life. Sigh a big sigh. Embrace your shadows and
your magic. Loosen and feel into an expansiveness that’s surrounding you. The thinness and stretch
of your boundaries that allows a lot of complexity in. You’re at your edge.
Can you sit with calmness in chaos that might be surrounding you? Through this place of calmly
being, you CAN find a sense of strength in a time of uncertainty. Feel the ground under you. Let
things fall away and let things come to you. Find trust in something you cannot see, allowing fluidity
through your peaceful center. Know that nothing is quite what it seems right now. Patience is your
friend. Compassion and openness are you friend, EVEN if that seems unfair.
17.3 - 30 Degrees: A new spark might be felt in the coming year and this is the time that you will feel
impulse awaken your spirit in clear and illuminated direction. Passion rises just in time. It’s been a
tough few years as life has slowly dissipated around you. But now you know what it was all for as a
new and strong boundary encompasses you with fresh safety and baby roots finding new grounds to
deepen into.
Heal. Detox. Declutter.
June 21 – July 21
This 30 days, in the spotlight with your personal new moon (a total solar eclipse) on the 2nd, know
that pressure is on your shoulders. This is your time show just how strong you are amidst lots of
uncertainty. How can you find integrity in the complexity (or fresh light) of your life? How can you
handle responsibilities when it feels as though nothing is easy to grasp or there are too many choices?
Dust off any cobwebs, stand tall, and know that you just need to get through the earlier half of this
month with some composure. It’s amazing the strength we can muster when we have to. Find
courage and do your best. Be proud of this moment of showing up when you would rather be tucked
spaciously away in your own world.
Watch July 1st-3rd for the heart of this phase for you.

Oracle Draw for Cancer: Alignment
Your task this season is to get your mind, body, and spirit in alignment. Start with your body—your
soul and heart. Let them be heard. Let your navigation initiate from inner places that so often get
undervalued and overlooked. From there, align your mind. Let spirit enter from this place of powerful
agreement between body and mind, to let creative energy flow through your life in a harmonious and
truly collaborative way. Find space to nurture yourself each day, at the same time. A practice that
will give grounding to a deep time of transition. This small act will communicate to your higher self,
that you will always take care of yourself no matter the outside demands. You can always be your
own source of home and safety.

